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From Ways of Going
for Steve

Will it be like paragliding—

gossamer takeoff, seedlike drifting down

into a sunlit, unexpected grove?

Or ski-jumping—headlong soaring,

ski-tips piercing clouds,

crystal revelations astonishing my goggles?

. . . . Skittery flicker of a glare-weary lizard

startled into the sheltering wings of a leaf,

rusting freighter with a brimming hold

shimmering onto a crimson edge. . . .

Sad rower pushed from shore,

I'll disappear like circles summoned

by an oar's dip.



However I burn through to the next atmosphere,

let your dear face be the last thing I see.

 

 
Whether writing poems about North American life and landscape; or love poems; or elegies for family and
friends; or poems on serious, debilitating illness and the transformations it can effect—Elise Partridge offers
in Chameleon Hours words forged by suffering and courage. Full of wit and empathy, Partridge’s poems
draw inspiration from sources as whimsical as tortoises and pontoons, as poignant as a homeless woman
taking shelter inside a post office on a winter night, and as deeply personal as her own cancer diagnosis at a
young age. Chameleon Hours is a book about the rewards of being reminded of one’s own mortality and the
lyric expression of life in all its intensity.

 

“In their ample, embracing, nuanced appetite for sensory experience, [Partridge’s] poems achieve an ardent,
compassionate and unsentimental vision.”—Robert Pinsky, Washington Post

 

“Partridge’s impressive poems pursue a careful thinker’s yearning for abandon, a loyal friend and partner’s
wish for change. Attentive to fact, to what she sees and knows, Partridge nonetheless makes space for what is
wild, outside and within us—for the fears and the blanks of chemotherapy, for sharp variations within (and
without) frames of metre and rhyme, and for the welcome consistencies of married love. She has learned
detail-work, and patience, from Elizabeth Bishop, but she has made other virtues her own: riffs on familiar
phrases open startling vistas and even her love poems get attractively practical. Hers is a welcome invitation:
let’s listen in.”—Stephen Burt

 

“Reading Chameleon Hours, I find myself marveling at the luck of each heron, mosquito, field of Queen
Anne’s Lace, each person, place, thing or circumstance in this beautiful book, to have Elise Partridge’s
exquisite and precise attention. And how lucky we are to get to listen in as she offers each of them her
flawless ear; the book is full of understated sonic gems like ‘a kickball straight into pink lilac.’ In ‘Chemo
Side Effects: Memory,’ after describing ‘groping in the thicket’ for ‘the word I want . . . scrabbling like a
squirrel on the oak’s far side,’ she tells us ‘I could always pull the gift / from the lucky-dip barrel; scoop the
right jewel / from my dragon’s trove. . . .’ We of course already know this. It’s evident in every one of these
poems.”—Jacqueline Osherow



 

Praise for Fielder’s Choice

“Partridge is a technical wizard for whom thinking and feeling are not separate activities. She is a hawk-like
observer of the particular . . . many times ascending to pitch-perfect verse.”—Ken Babstock, Globe and Mail
(Canada)
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From reader reviews:

Adam Youngblood:

Reading a guide tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With studying you can get a lot
of information that will give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world can certainly share
their idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. Lots of author can inspire their reader with their story as
well as their experience. Not only the storyline that share in the ebooks. But also they write about the
information about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
sons or daughters, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors on this planet always try to
improve their expertise in writing, they also doing some research before they write on their book. One of
them is this Chameleon Hours (Phoenix Poets).

Hilda Dolan:

The reason? Because this Chameleon Hours (Phoenix Poets) is an unordinary book that the inside of the
guide waiting for you to snap the idea but latter it will zap you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this
book beside it was fantastic author who else write the book in such remarkable way makes the content inside
easier to understand, entertaining approach but still convey the meaning fully. So , it is good for you for not
hesitating having this nowadays or you going to regret it. This phenomenal book will give you a lot of
advantages than the other book get such as help improving your expertise and your critical thinking method.
So , still want to hesitate having that book? If I were being you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Lorraine Cox:

Chameleon Hours (Phoenix Poets) can be one of your beginning books that are good idea. We recommend
that straight away because this publication has good vocabulary that could increase your knowledge in
vocab, easy to understand, bit entertaining however delivering the information. The article writer giving
his/her effort that will put every word into satisfaction arrangement in writing Chameleon Hours (Phoenix
Poets) yet doesn't forget the main stage, giving the reader the hottest along with based confirm resource info
that maybe you can be one among it. This great information can drawn you into new stage of crucial
thinking.

Dallas Richardson:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got college students? We believe that that
issue was given by teacher to their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every individual has different hobby.
And you also know that little person like reading or as reading become their hobby. You have to know that
reading is very important and book as to be the thing. Book is important thing to add you knowledge, except
your own personal teacher or lecturer. You find good news or update with regards to something by book.
Many kinds of books that can you go onto be your object. One of them is actually Chameleon Hours
(Phoenix Poets).
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